Special Program for
MARA's February Meeting
The

upcoming MARA meeting on
Thursday February 24 (7:00 pm, Red
Cross Chapter House, 16 Community
Way, Topsham ) will feature Alex
Mendelsohn, AI2Q, one of MARA's more
popular program speakers.
His program will be on a new and very
simple Software Defined Radio that
practically anyone can program. If you
are curious about getting involved in
SDR, this is the program for you. MARA
members will recall that Alex is an
outstanding storyteller, and gives very
entertaining presentations. He is coming
up all the way from Kennebunk to present
this program, and it would be very nice
for us to how our appreciation by turning
out a big audience. See you there!

New Repeater Controller
has arrived
The

second week of February had the
new KS1R repeater RC-210 controller
arriving at the QTH of Jim McIrvin,

N1IPA. Jim has been busy reading the
manuals to become the Associations
resident guru for the controller function.
David, KQ1L is helping Jim and has
volunteered to help program it up when
the time comes. Dave uses several of
these controllers on his statewide repeater
system.
This controller will allow us to control
three repeaters from one controller. The
unit is housed in a 19-inch rack mount
cabinet. The 147.21 and 444.4 MHz
repeaters will be the first to be controlled
by the RC210. That leaves us with one
additional port for a link transceiver or
third repeater. This controller will allow
us to cross-link the two (or three)
repeaters if needed or we can set up the
444.4 repeater to function as a remote
base repeater to operate a link transceiver
on 222, 50 or 29 MHz FM.

It is the plan of the technical committee
to replace the old GE MVP repeater with
a newer commercial based receiver and
transmitter plus higher power outboard
amplifier provided by our benefactor Bill
Messier, K1MNW.
For additional information and to
review the tech manual go to:
http://www.arcomcontrollers.com/rc210/rc210.html

Stay tuned for updates
Associations repeater systems.

on

the

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
By Brian Bubar, N1CHN

I’m in the process of getting ready to move into
assisted living and need to sell off my older
equipment. I have the following equipment for
sale:

Kenwood TS-520S with VFO-520, SP-520 speaker and
DD-1 digital frequency readout unit. All in good working
condition Asking $200
No photo

MFJ Versa Tuner II HF antenna tuner. Asking $40

Astron RS-20 12V/20A power supply. Asking $30

Heathkit HD1410 electronics keyer. Asking $25

Radio Shack HTX-10 10-Meter SSB, AM & FM 25watt in A1 condition transceiver. Asking $75

Vibroplex Bug $50.

I am willing to make a package deal. For more
information contact me at 443-8615 in
Brunswick. 73, Brian

HR-607 A Threat to 70cM
ARRL Regulatory Information 02/17/2011

On February 10, Representative Peter
King (R-NY-3), Chairman of the House
Homeland
Security
Committee,
introduced HR 607, the Broadband for
First Responders Act of 2011. The bill has
been referred to the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, which handles
telecommunications legislation. HR 607
addresses certain spectrum management
issues, including the creation and
maintenance of a nationwide Public
Safety broadband network. As part of that
network, the bill provides for the
allocation of the so-called “D-Block” of
spectrum in the 700 MHz range for Public
Safety use.
The D-Block consists of two, 5megahertz-wide segments of spectrum
(758-763 and 788-793 MHz) that became
available when the FCC ended analog
television broadcasts in June 2009 and
reallocated the 698-806 MHz band for
Public Safety and commercial broadband.
It was anticipated that the D-Block would
be auctioned for commercial use. There
are several bills in Congress providing for
the allocation of the D-Block for Public
Safety use, and HR 607 is one of those.
But HR 607 uniquely provides for the
reallocation of other spectrum for auction
to commercial users, in order to offset the
loss of revenue that would occur as the
result of the allocation of the D-Block to
Public Safety instead of commercial
auction. HR 607 lists the paired bands of
420-440 MHz and 450-470 MHz among
the bands to be reallocated for
commercial auction within 10 years of its
passage.
“Of serious concern to the ARRL is the
inclusion of the 420-440 MHz amateur

allocation in the list of frequencies to be
cleared for auction,” said ARRL
Regulatory Information Manager Dan
Henderson, N1ND. “The ARRL and the
Amateur Radio community certainly
support the work of public safety agencies
and understand their desire for an
interoperable network; however, the
inclusion of most of the amateur 70 cm
spectrum as one of the replacement bands
is illogical and unacceptable. The 420440 MHz band is not Public Safety
spectrum and should never have been
included in any spectrum swap of Public
Safety allocations.”
Saying that the ARRL Washington
team has already begun meeting with key
Congressional staff on Capitol Hill,
Henderson noted that Amateur Radio
already shares the 70 cm band on a
secondary basis with the governmental
radiolocation services, such as the PAVE
PAWS radar systems: “The 70 cm band is
a critical and irreplaceable resource for
Amateur Radio public service and
emergency
communications.
The
specification of the 420-440 MHz band in
this legislation is ill-conceived. To be
sure, the ARRL will vigorously oppose
this legislation in its present form. It is, as
evidenced by other legislation, completely
unnecessary to the creation of a
nationwide Public Safety broadband
network or the use by Public Safety of the
D-Block for that purpose. The role of the
Amateur Service as a partner to Public
Safety in the provision of public service
and
emergency
communications
necessitates the retention of full access to
the entire 420-440 MHz band.”
HR 607 is presently cosponsored by the
Homeland Security Committee’s Ranking
Member,
Representative
Bennie
Thompson (D-MS-2) as well as

Representatives Shelley Berkley (D-NV1), Yvette Clarke (D-NY-11), Billy Long
(R-MO-7), Candice S. Miller (R-MI-10),
Laura Richardson (D-CA-37), Mike
Rogers (R-AL-3), and Michael Grimm
(R-NY-13). “As we continue to track the
progress of HR 607, I urge ARRL
members to watch for further information
about the bill on the ARRL website,”
Henderson said. “When that additional
information is released, it will include a
request to contact your representative and
express opposition to HR 607, as long as
it includes a provision to auction off any
Amateur Radio spectrum for commercial
use. ARRL members may also sign up for
the ARRL Legislative Update Newsletter
and automatically receive information as
it becomes available. Sign up by logging
onto the ARRL website and select the
‘Edit Your Profile’ link located at the top
of each page. Once on that page, select
the ‘Edit Email Subscriptions” tab and
click on the box for ARRL Legislative
Update.” The ARRL Legislative Update is
prepared on an “as needed” basis to those
who have opted-in to receive it. A new
edition addressing HR 607 will be
forthcoming soon.
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